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Abstract

We present an algorithm for representing diffusion of sensible heat and vapor between
hydrometeors and air that is formulated from implicit numerical equations and is therefore stable
for long numerical model timesteps, but is solved explicitly without requiring iteration. Liquid,
ice, and mixed-phase hydrometeor categories are incorporated into the system, and latent heat of
fusion released or absorbed during the diffusion process is accounted for. The method has been

Ž .incorporated into the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System RAMS which prognoses ice–liquid
potential temperature as its principal thermodynamic variable, but may be adapted to other models
as well. Simulations with RAMS used as a parcel model are presented and demonstrate the
performance of the new algorithm. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Diffusive fluxes of vapor and sensible heat between hydrometeors and air are driven
by differences in vapor mixing ratio and temperature, respectively, between the hydrom-
eteor surfaces and air. Over an infintesimal time interval, each flux behaves as an
interaction solely between an individual hydrometeor and the air. However, over a time
step of seconds to minutes employed in most atmospheric numerical models, fluxes
involving one hydrometeor category may alter air temperature and vapor mixing ratio
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Table 1
List of symbols

U U UŽ . w Ž .xA T Lr C 253 for T -y208C; T Lr C 2T yT for T )y208C1 il p ac il p a il ac

A k A2 1
U UŽ .A k T q A r3 ac 1 v

XA r T y r4j sRj Rj sRj
XA L r6j j sRj

A L A8j j 4j
Ž .B N F 4pD tj j Re j

C Specific heat of icei

C Specific heat of liquid waterl

C Specific heat of dry air at constant pressurep
UD H rj j j

E U A q B kj j 6j j

F U L y B Aj j j j 2
Ž .F Product of the ventilation coefficient, shape factor, and hydrometeor diameter integrated over theRe j

hydrometeor size spectrum of category j
U U UG U A q B A q J Q r yV L r q lj j 8j j 3 j j j j j j j

H 0 for pristine ice, snow, and aggregates below 08C and for cloud water; 1 for pristine ice, snow, andj

aggregates at 08C, and for rain, graupel, and hail
i ,i Fraction of graupel, hail mass that is composed of iceg h

i Fraction of mass in category j that consists of icej

j Subscript denoting any particular hydrometeor category
J 0 for cloud water, pristine ice, snow, and aggregates; 1 for rain, graupel, and hailj

K 0 for all-ice categories: pristine ice, snow, and aggregates; L for all-liquid categories: cloud waterj il

and rain
L Latent heat of fusionil

L Latent heat of sublimationiv

L Latent heat of evaporationlv

L L for liquid water categories; L for ice water categoriesj lv iv
U UL q r S rlat j j

M 1 for all-liquid and all-ice cases; 0 for a mixed-phase hydrometeorj
3N Number of hydrometeors of category j per m of airj

p Atmospheric pressure
5p Reference pressure equal to 10 Pa00

q Latent heat released in forming all condensate in a given volume from vaporla t

r Mixing ratio of hydrometeor category jj

r Water vapor mixing ratio at the surface of hydrometeors of category j, assumed to be at thesj

saturation value with respect to hydrometeor temperature
r Saturation mixing ratio over water at air temperature Tsl ac

r Water vapor mixing ratiov

R Gas constant for dry air
r Saturation mixing ratio at T with respect to either liquid or ice,whichever is appropriate forsRj Rj

category j
Xr Rate of change of r with temperature at TsRj sRj Rj

Ž .S F r C D q Ej j j j j

T Air temperature in Ka

T Air temperature in 8Cac

T Ice–liquid temperatureil

T Mean category temperature in 8Cj
tqD tT Reference temperature chosen to be close to TRj j

tŽ. Any quantity applying before dynamic tendencies
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Ž .Table 1 continued
UŽ. Any quantity applying after dynamic tendencies but before diffusion
tqD tŽ. Any quantity applying after diffusion

U c Bj if category j does not completely evaporate in the current timestep; 0 if category j completelyj

evaporates in the current timestep
V 0 if category j does not completely evaporate in the current timestep; 1 if category j completelyj

evaporates in the current timestep
Ž . Ž .W G y K D r C D q Ej j j j j j j

XY r W M y Aj sRj j j 4j
XZ 1y r S Mj sRj j j

u Ice–liquid potential temperatureil

k Thermal conductivity of air
l Sensible heat flux to hydrometeors by radiative transfer
r Dry air density
c Vapor diffusivity

sufficiently before the end of the timestep to affect fluxes involving the same or other
categories occupying the same grid cell or parcel. Hence, in most numerical models,
diffusion must be treated as an interactive process in which the thermodynamic state of
each hydrometeor category influences all categories present. This is most true in the case
of cloud droplets, which are so numerous that small changes in humidity can completely
evaporate all droplets or nucleate a large number of new ones in a fraction of a timestep.

Ž .Hall 1980 discusses three numerical methods that have been applied to solving the
diffusion equations. The explicit method evaluates and applies diffusion rates on a small
timestep, bypassing the need to consider the system interactive. This method is

Žprohibitively expensive computationally, requiring timesteps as small as 0.2 s Arnason
.and Brown, 1971 , and is therefore not practical for general modeling applications. The

combined analyticalrnumerical method has been used successfully for liquid phase
Ž .simulations by Clark 1973 and others, and involves calculating the timestep-averaged

value of supersaturation, which is then applied to the hydrometeor growth equations.
Ž .The implicit method was used by Hall 1980 who found it more suited to models

containing both liquid and ice hydrometeors. This method involves driving vapor and
heat diffusion by gradients that apply at the conclusion of the diffusion process, after
hydrometeor and air temperature and water content are modified by diffusion. Such an
implicit linear system is commonly solved by iterative methods, as was done in Hall
Ž .1980 , or by other matrix solution methods.

This paper introduces an implicit method of computing vapor and heat diffusion
between hydrometeors and air which was recently implemented and tested in the

Ž .Regional Atmospheric Modeling System RAMS . The method is similar to that
Ž .employed by Hall 1980 , but is solved in closed form without requiring iteration or

matrix solution methods. Energy and water conservation equations are formulated in
implicit numerical form for all hydrometeor categories and air. These are algebraically

Žcombined into a single predictive equation for future vapor mixing ratio of air that
.applying after diffusive heat and water transfer in which all terms on the right hand side

are known and which is therefore evaluated explicitly. Future hydrometeor and air
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temperatures, followed by diffusive vapor transfers, are all computed explicitly from the
above result. The explicit, non-iterative form of the solution makes the method very
efficient, as well as stable for long model timesteps.

Ice phase thermodynamics, especially involving latent heat of fusion, is treated by
introducing hydrometeor internal energy as a prognostic variable in place of tempera-
ture. Heat budget equations for hydrometeors based on this variable easily incorporate
freezing and melting, where hydrometeors maintain a temperature of 08C when consist-
ing of a mixture of liquid and ice. Sensible heat sources from hydrometeor collisions and
radiative transfer are included. This form of the hydrometeor energy equations was used

Ž .in an earlier version of RAMS Walko et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997 in which cloud
water mixing ratio was a diagnostic variable. In the present formulation, cloud water is
prognostic and vapor and heat transfers are fully interactive between hydrometeor
categories.

Section 2 describes the basic equations that govern conservation and transfer of
energy and vapor, and how the equations are combined into a closed form. In order to
keep the equation set compact at each stage of development, we introduce a large
number of symbols, which are defined in Table 1. Section 3 shows application of the
new formulation in RAMS.

2. Derivation

The equation set derived in this section contains a few elements that are specific to
RAMS, particularly in its thermodynamic formulation and definition of hydrometeor
categories, but could easily be adapted to other models. A comprehensive description of

Ž .the RAMS bulk microphysics model is given in Walko et al. 1995 and Meyers et al.
Ž .1997 . The following derivation replaces the vapor and heat diffusion equations

Ž .developed in Walko et al. 1995 , which did not include cloud water as a prognostic
quantity and did not combine vapor and heat diffusion to different hydrometeor species
into a single implicit system of equations.

ŽWe consider a volume of air of dry density r , pressure p, and temperature T ina a
. Ž .Kelvins or T in 8C that contains any or all of the following forms of water: vapor,ac

cloud droplets, rain, pristine ice crystals, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail, with mass
mixing ratios relative to dry air denoted by r , r , r , r , r , r , r , and r , respectively.v c r p s a g h

Graupel and hail only are allowed to consist of liquid and ice mixtures. The fraction of
their mass that is composed of ice is represented by i and i . Any hydrometeorg h

category may be denoted by subscript j; thus, r and T represent mixing ratio andj j

temperature of any category. Hydrometeors in each category are assumed to conform to
Ž .a generalized gamma size distribution described by Flatau et al. 1989 and Verlinde et

Ž .al. 1990 . RAMS prognoses mixing ratios r for all seven categories and, optionally,j

number concentration N as well. When N is not prognosed, it is normally specified forj j

cloud droplets and diagnosed from mixing ratio and specified hydrometeor mean mass
for other categories.

We shall develop equations for advancing one timestep in the numerical model, from
time level t to tqD t. Computation of vapor and heat diffusion between the hydromete-
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ors and air are carried out with implicit time differencing, while other sources and sinks
of heat and water, including transport, radiative absorption and emission, and collisions
between hydrometeors of different categories, are computed using explicit differencing.
Explicit processes other than radiation are carried out first, prior to heat and vapor
diffusion, and result in partial updates of variables from time level t to a state denoted

ŽU . U U U Uby an asterisk . Thus, T , r , T , and r are the partially updated air temperature,ac v j j

vapor mixing ratio, hydrometeor temperature and hydrometeor mixing ratio, needing
only radiation and vapor and heat diffusion to be fully updated to the future values
T tqD t, r t q D t, T tqD t, and r tqD t.ac v j j

ŽA cornerstone of the formulation is the use of ice–liquid potential temperature u inil
. Ž .Kelvins as a prognostic variable in RAMS Tripoli and Cotton, 1981 . u is conserva-il

tive in adiabatic motion and for internal water phase changes. Sources for u in a parcelil

include turbulent mixing, radiative transfer, and addition or removal of hydrometeors by
sedimentation. Air temperature is diagnosed by

qlat
T sT 1q , 1Ž .a il c max T ,253Ž .p a

where

RrC pp
T su 2Ž .il il ž /p`

Ž .may be called the ‘‘ice–liquid temperature’’ in Kelvins , p is a reference pressure ofo o

1000 mb, R and C are the gas constant and specific heat at constant pressure for air,p

q is the latent heat in Joules per kilogram of air that would be released in convertinglat

from vapor all liquid and ice that are contained in the parcel, and is given by

q s r qr q 1y i r q 1y i r L q r qr qr q i r q i r L ,Ž .Ž . Ž .lat c r g g h h lv p s a g g h h iv

3Ž .

and L and L are the specific heats of evaporation and sublimation, respectively.lv iv
Ž .Eq. 1 may be written in the linearized form

T tqD t yT U sA rU yr tqD t . 4Ž .Ž .ac ac 1 v v

Ž .T is evaluated from Eq. 1 . A is defined in Table 1 and is proportional to L, which isac 1

the latent heat weighted between L and L according to the relative mixing ratios ofiv lv
Ž .liquid and ice contained in all hydrometeors. An approximation made in Eq. 4 is the

application of L as an estimate for time level tqD t, i.e., assuming that the ice-to-liquid
ratio is not changed by the diffusion process. Any deviation from this assumption results
in an error in T tqD t that is small for one timestep and does not accumulate to the nextac

Ž . Ž .timestep. Eq. 4 represents latent heating cooling of air due to diffusion of water
Ž .vapor to from hydrometeors. The net diffusional loss of water vapor is the net gain of

water mass summed over all hydrometeor categories:

rU yr tqD t s r tqD t yrU . 5Ž .Ž .Ýv v j j
j
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The change in mixing ratio of category j over a model timestep due to vapor diffusion
is given by

r tqD t yrU sU r tqD t yr tqD t yV rU 6Ž .Ž .j j j v sj j j

Ž .See Table 1 for definition of symbols . The term that contains U describes vaporj

diffusional growth or evaporation of a hydrometeor due to a vapor gradient between its
surface and the ambient. Superscript tqD t in this term makes the equation implicit. In
order to prevent evaporation during the timestep of more hydrometeor mass than is
present, the loss of vapor is constrained to not exceed rU by switching to alternatej

values of U and V as defined in Table 1.j j
tqD t Ž .The term r is eliminated from Eq. 6 by substituting the following linearizedsj

form of the Clausius–Clapeyron equation:

r tqD t sr qrX T tqD t yT . 7Ž .Ž .sj sRj sRj j Rj

T is a reference temperature computed byRj

T sT ymin 25,700 r yr , 8Ž . Ž .Ž .Rj ac sl v

but limited to a maximum of 08C for ice hydrometeors, r and rX are the saturationsRj sRj

mixing ratio and its derivative with respect to temperature at T , and r is theRj sl
Ž .saturation mixing ratio over liquid at the air temperature T . Eq. 8 was derivedac

empirically and produces a reference temperature that is sufficiently close to T tqDt forj

any atmospheric conditions encountered that the linearized Clausius–Clapeyron equation
is a very good approximation. The added complexity of the quadratic form of the

Ž .Clausius–Clapeyron equation advocated by Srivastava and Coen 1992 is thus unneces-
Ž . Ž .sary. With Eq. 7 , Eq. 6 becomes

XU UtqD t tqD t tqD tr yr sU r yr yr T yT yV r . 9Ž .Ž .j j j v sRj sRj j Rj j j

Ž . Ž .Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 5 and rearranging gives:
XU UtqD tr q U r qr T yT q V rŽ .Ý Ýv j sRj sRj j Rj j j

j jtqD tr s . 10Ž .v 1q UÝ j
j

In order to compute the future hydrometeor temperature T tqD t, we requirea hydrome-j

teor energy equation. The internal energy of hydrometeor category j in Joules per
kilogram of hydrometeor mass may be defined by

Q s i C T q 1y i C T qL . 11Ž .Ž . Ž .j j i j j l j il

Q is defined to be zero for pure ice at 08C. The product Q r is the internal energy ofj j j

category j per kilogram of air. Q and Q r are intensive quantities.j j i

The heat budget equation for hydrometeor category j may be written in terms of Q j

as:

QtqD t r tqD t yQU rU sB k T tqD t yT tqD t ql q r tqD t yrU L qQtqD t .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j j ac j j j j j j

12Ž .
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The left hand side represents the change of internal energy of category j per kilogram of
air in a timestep resulting from the diffusion processes and from radiation. The term that
contains k represents sensible heat diffusion, and l represents the convergence ofj

radiative flux onto category j. The remaining term represents the contribution from the
transport of vapor to the hydrometeors and includes both latent and sensible heat. The
vapor sensible heat term, QtqD t times the change in r , is very small compared to thej j

latent heat term, but is included in the hydrometeor energy budget so that an exact
Ž .balance between sensible heat diffusion due to temperature differences , latent heat

diffusion, and radiation will not cause a change in Q . The vapor sensible heat term hasj
Ž .a negligible direct effect on air temperature and is therefore not included in Eq. 4 .

Ž .Rearranging Eq. 12 gives:

QtqD t yQU rU sB k T tqD t yT tqD t ql q r tqD t yrU L . 13Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j ac j j j j j

The model-predicted Q value is stored from one timestep to the next for the more
massive hydrometeor categories, rain, graupel, and hail, so that the liquid water content
of graupel and hail may be predicted and rain temperature is allowed to be out of
equilibrium with atmospheric temperature and humidity, as immediately after being
formed from melted ice or shed from hail. For these categories, QU is therefore knownj

Ž . Žand the full heat budget Eq. 13 is evaluated. The remaining categories cloud droplets,
.pristine ice, snow, and aggregates are assumed to have negligible heat storage capacity

and are not allowed to retain a mixture of liquid and ice from the previous timestep. For
cloud droplets or for ice below 08C, this implies a balance between sensible and latent
heat diffusion and radiation. Thus, QU is equal to QtqD t and the terms on the right handj j

Ž . U tqD tside of Eq. 13 sum to zero. For ice undergoing melting, Q is set to zero and Q isj j
Ž .evaluated from Eq. 13 .

Ž . Ž .Taking the appropriate case for each category and substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 13 to
tqD t Ž . Ž . tqD teliminate T , and from Eq. 9 into Eq. 13 to eliminate r gives, afterac j

rearranging:

QtqD tD qT tqD tE sr tqD tF qG . 14Ž .j j j j v j j

Ž . tqD t Ž .Eq. 11 is applied for each hydrometeor category to eliminate Q from Eq. 14 :j
Ž . tqD t tqD tFor all-liquid categories cloud droplets and rain , Q sC T qL . For all-icej l j il

categories,QtqD t sC T tqD t. For any ice category in mixed-phase, including pristine ice,j i j

snow, and aggregates undergoing melting, T tqD t s08C; this case will be consideredj

later. The all-liquid and all-ice cases may be written as

QtqD t sC T tqD t qK , 15Ž .j j j j

where K is L for all-liquid categories and 0 for all-ice categories and C is C or Cj il j l i

as appropriate for category j.
Ž . Ž . tqD tSubstituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14 gives the following equation for T :j

tqD t tqD tT s S r qW M . 16Ž .j j v j j
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Whether M is 0 or 1 for an ice category is estimated beforehand by applying Eq.j
Ž . tqD t t16 with M s1 and assuming that r equals r , its value on the previous timestep,j v v

or that it equals 2 r t yr tyD t, an extrapolation from the previous two timesteps. Ifv v

T tqD t G0 results from this trial, the category is taken to be at 08C and M is set to 0,j j

while if T tqD t -0, M is set to 1. For pristine ice, snow, and aggregates, the trial isj j

performed with H s0. If the category is found to be at 08C, then H is set to 1.j j
tqD t Ž . Ž .Hydrometeor temperature T given by Eq. 16 is substituted into Eq. 10 whichj

gives, after rearrangement:

rU q U Y q V rUÝ Ýv j j j j
j jtqD tr s . 17Ž .v 1q U ZÝ j j

j

Ž . tqD tEq. 17 provides a closed solution for r in which the fast-response phenomenav
Ždiffusion of vapor and heat between hydrometeors and air and associated temperature

.responses of hydrometeors and air are implicitly balanced, slower phenomena, includ-
ing transport, hydrometeor collisions, and radiative transfer, are represented as explicit

Ž ŽU . .forcing terms in terms with the asterisk symbol , and the effects of heat storage and
latent heat of fusion in hydrometeors are included where appropriate. All terms on the

Ž .right hand side are known prior to diffusion, and therefore Eq. 17 may be evaluated
explicitly without iteration. With r tqD t determined, T tqD t is evaluated for eachv j

Ž .category from Eq. 16 . The change in mixing ratio of each category is evaluated from
Ž .Eq. 9 .

tqD t Ž .In first computing r from Eq. 17 , it is assumed that no hydrometeor categoriesv

completely evaporate, and that consequently U /0 and V s0. If it is found fromj j
Ž .evaluating Eq. 9 that a category completely evaporates, U and V are changed to theirj j

tqD t Ž . tqD talternate values, r is corrected appropriately from Eq. 17 , and r is set to zerov j

for that category. This is done in the following order: cloud droplets, pristine ice,
aggregates, snow, rain, graupel, and hail, starting with the categories whose evaporation
rate is potentially the largest and could therefore have the largest impact on the other
categories.

Once r tqD t, T tqD t, r tqD t, U , and V are all determined, QtqD t is evaluated eitherv j j j j j
Ž . Ž .from Eq. 15 in any case where M s1, or from Eq. 14 in cases where M s0,j j

including pristine ice, snow, and aggregates undergoing melting. QtqD t determinesj

temperature and liquid water content which are used in deciding how mass and number
are transferred between categories in hydrometeor collisions, melting of ice, and

Ž .shedding of rain by hail. Air temperature is evaluated from Eq. 4 .
Ž .In most circumstances, the trial value of M used in Eq. 16 will be correct.j

However, occasionally when an ice hydrometeor has a Q value very near zero and the
tqD t Ž .value of r predicted from Eq. 17 deviates sufficiently from the estimate used inv

Ž .Eq. 16 to determine M , or where graupel and hail transition from mixed-phase toj

completely frozen during the current timestep, M may be set incorrectly. If M shouldj j
Ž . Ž .be 0 but is set to 1, the ice temperature predicted by Eq. 16 and implicit in Eq. 17

will be slightly above 08C resulting in more diffusion of heat and vapor to the air should
actually occur. While this error is usually small, its effect on atmospheric vapor and
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temperature is bounded in any case by the prevention of overevaporation of any
Ž .category. Ice internal energy predicted by Eq. 14 would be too low, so it is limited to

zero in such cases.
Ž .If M should be 1 but is set to 0, the ice temperature predicted by Eq. 16 andj

Ž .implicit in Eq. 17 will be 08C, which is again be slightly warmer than it should be. Ice
Ž .internal energy predicted by Eq. 15 is zero in this case, which is very close to the

correct value so no limits need be applied.

3. Model tests and verification

The most fundamental and important level of testing the formulation of Section 2 is
to verify that all equations are satisfied in the model solution, particularly those that are
not directly evaluated in the model. For example, RAMS does not directly evaluate Eq.
Ž . tqD t Ž .5 describing the conservation of total water, but instead computes r from Eq. 17v

tqD t Ž . Ž .and r from Eq. 9 . For testing, we thus evaluate Eq. 5 to verify that it is satisfiedj
Ž . Ž .for all cases. Similarly, Eq. 6 describing vapor transfer to category j, Eq. 7 describing

Ž .the surface vapor mixing ratio, and Eq. 12 describing the hydrometeor energy budget
are all tested in model simulations for conformity to machine accuracy. These tests have
confirmed that all physical processes represented in the equations are carried out
accurately.

A full validation of RAMS microphysics results against other models and observa-
Ž .tions necessarily involves all other microphysical and dynamical processes, which are

beyond the scope of this paper, and other applications of the model have made such
comparisons. Here, we instead show results from two simple simulations in which
RAMS is run as a parcel model. This helps to isolate the physical processes described
Section 2.

In the first simulation, a parcel initially at a temperature of 14 K and relative
humidity of 80% ascends at approximately 6 m sy1 for 2000 s. During this time, the
parcel cools and saturates, producing cloud water and later pristine ice crystals, the only
two condensate categories allowed in this simulation. Sedimentation is turned off in
order to examine conservation properties of the parcel, and both hydrometeor collisions
and freezing of cloud droplets are turned off so that all mass transfer between cloud and
ice is through vapor flux. A timestep of 10 s is used.

Time series of various microphysical and thermodynamic quantities are shown in Fig.
1. Relative humidity with respect to liquid increases rapidly and reaches saturation at
about 80 s. An episode of supersaturation of a few percent occurs in one timestep before
cloud droplets are present to absorb water vapor. Such high supersaturation is unrealis-
tic, of course, and will be remedied in the future by introducing a cloud nucleation
model that implicitly produces and grows cloud droplets as soon as critical supersatura-
tion is reached. At the end of this timestep, having achieved supersaturation, cloud
droplets are introduced with a specified concentration of 109 per kg of air. On the
following timestep, vapor flux to the droplets begins, and peaks because of the excess
vapor produced on the previous timestep. For the following few hundred seconds, cloud
water grows at the expense of vapor at a smooth but decreasing rate as the air dries.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Relative humidity % with respect to liquid and ice; ice–air and cloud–air temperature differences K ;
Ž y1 . Ž y1 y1.cloud and ice internal energies J g ; vapor fluxes to cloud and ice hydrometeors g kg s ; and mixing
Ž y1 . Ž .ratios of cloud, ice, and vapor g kg as a function of simulation time s for parcel simulation case 1.

Cloud water is slightly warmer than the air during this time due to latent heat of
condensation. The spike in the cloud-air temperature difference near 80 s is another
artifact of the sudden diffusion of excess vapor at cloud initiation that will be corrected
with the cloud nucleation model. Internal energy of cloud water is computed once cloud
water appears and begins near 380 J gy1, followed by a steady decline. A value of 334 J

y1 Žg corresponds to a liquid temperature of 08C, which is reached by cloud water and
.air near 400 s.
Ice crystals begin forming at 540 s when the air temperature reaches y58C, a feature

of the ice nucleation parameterization in the model. Once formed, they begin absorbing
vapor, and maintain a temperature a few tenths of a Kelvin above the air temperature
due to latent heat release. This temperature difference is much larger than for cloud
water because supersaturation with respect to ice, and hence vapor flux to ice, is much
larger per individual hydrometeor. The number of ice crystals remains so low for several
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hundred seconds that the overall vapor flux to ice is far less than to cloud water,
however.

Near 1400 s, ice crystals are sufficiently numerous and large that vapor flux to ice
becomes large. The relative humidity of air with respect to liquid falls a few percent
below saturation and cloud water begins to rapidly evaporate. As a result, cloud water
temperature drops to a few hundredths of a Kelvin below air temperature. However, as
ice is rapidly growing by vapor deposition, it remains a few tenths of a Kelvin warmer
than air. Near 1750 s, cloud water is completely evaporated, and ceases to maintain a
vapor supply near saturation with respect to liquid. Vapor flux continues to ice until the
air dries to saturation with respect to ice. The internal energy of ice continues to fall
steadily from the time ice forms. The slope of this decrease is half that exhibited by
cloud water because the specific heat of ice is half that of liquid.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Relative humidity % with respect to liquid; rain and air temperatures 8C ; rain and hail internal
Ž y1 . Ž y1 y1. Ženergies J g ; vapor fluxes to rain and hail g kg s ; and mixing ratios of rain, hail, and vapor g

y1 .kg for parcel simulation case 2.
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In the second simulation, the parcel is initially at 188C and 30% relative humidity,
and remains at constant height. On the first timestep, 6 g kgy1 of rain is added suddenly,
as if falling into the parcel from above. The rain is not permitted to fall out of the parcel,
but it does keep its ventilation coefficient as if falling at its natural velocity. The rain is
given an initial temperature of 08C as if it were just shed or melted from hail.

Time series of several quantities from this simulation are shown in Fig. 2. At the end
Ž .of the first 10-s timestep, sensible heat diffusion has elevated the rain temperature to

about 88C, even though evaporative cooling of rain is also occurring. The vapor flux rate
from rain is about .012 g kgy1 on the first timestep. On the next few timesteps, rain
continues to warm until relaxing to the wet bulb temperature of 108C. The vapor flux
rate reaches its extreme value during this time. Up to simulation time 1500 s, rain
continues to evaporate at the wet bulb temperature, air vapor accordingly increases, and
air temperature decreases, asymptotically approaching the wet bulb temperature. Rela-
tive humidity becomes very close to 100% by this time, and consequently the dew point
temperature and air temperatures converge to the wet bulb temperature of 108C.

Hail with a mean-mass diameter of 2 mm and mixing ratio of 6 g kgy1 is introduced
into the parcel at 1500 s, and is prevented from falling out of the parcel as for rain. The
internal energy of hail is initially 0 J kgy1, representing a temperature of 08C and 100%
ice content. Because hail is below the air and dew point temperatures, sensible heat and
vapor both diffuse to hail, rapidly increasing its internal energy. From 1500 to 1550 s,
hail increases in mixing ratio by 0.4 g kgy1 due to vapor deposition. However, by 1550
s, the large amount of latent heat of condensation released plus the sensible heat diffused
to hail have increased its internal energy to 334 J kgy1, indicating complete melting.
Hail is then converted to rain, which temporarily lowers the rain temperature and
initiates vapor and sensible heat flux to rain until its temperature returns to the wet-bulb
value. Air and rain both cool by 0.68C during the time hail exists as a result of the
sensible heat transfer to hail.

4. Summary

The solution derived in this paper for computing fully interactive transfers of sensible
heat and vapor between hydrometeors, along with associated hydrometeor and air
temperatures, is stable, efficient by requiring no iteration, and is reasonably accurate for
long timesteps. It has been successfully implemented and used in the RAMS, and should
be easily adaptable to other models as well.

Basic numerical tests of the equation set and its solution confirm that the component
equation representing the temperature and mixing ratio change of air and each hydrome-
teor class is satisfied to machine precision. Simulation tests using RAMS as a parcel
model demonstrate that the overall behavior of the system is physically realistic.

The solution includes a supersaturation computation that is suitable for driving a
cloud activation model which would predict cloud droplet number given a CCN
population and characteristics. Such a model is not yet fully tested and will be the topic
of a future paper.
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